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A growing phobia

If you are terrified to meet with your supervisor, start with small doses, says Eleftherios Diamandis.

Supervisor phobia, as I call it, is an irrational fear that I have seen often among trainees in my 30-plus years as a faculty member. Yes, some principal investigators are harsh and unsupportive. But in my experience, this phobia is unrelated to a supervisor’s behaviour — or even to a graduate student’s or postdoc’s initial promise. Instead, it describes junior researchers’ fear of meeting with their supervisors and discussing their own research.

The phobia usually develops during the first or second meeting. The supervisor, with the best of intentions, provides constructive criticism — and then it all goes pear-shaped. I remember remarking on the slow progress of one PhD student’s research project at our second review meeting (typically held six months after their project launch). Three months later, I repeated my concerns, which were mainly about how slowly the student was learning essential techniques such as mass spectrometry, the workhorse of our lab. But instead of addressing those concerns, the student stopped scheduling meetings. I was too busy to notice for another six months.

In the meantime, the student also started to avoid my colleagues and was silent at lab meetings. After two years of this behaviour, and in the absence of a single publication or review, I suggested that the student consider pursuing a master’s degree rather than a PhD. I was horrified when my suggestion elicited tears. The student and I decided to give the programme another try, with the proviso that we would hold mandatory monthly meetings. I also ensured that the student could get technical support from my lab manager. After three years, the student published in a good journal, and 18 months and two research papers later, was ready to write a thesis.

This may be an extreme case, but it happens. When challenged, such a trainee will typically defend themselves by saying that they have to finish an experiment in two weeks; they have a broken instrument; a critical reagent hasn’t arrived. I’ve watched students duck into another lab when they see their supervisor walking down the corridor.

Eventually, the trainee becomes isolated from the supervisor and the research group, and hides the problems that they may be having with experiments, rather than seeking help to resolve them. The fallout can compromise a student’s efforts to complete their degree, publish papers or present at conferences. So, how to deal with this? I find that ‘interoceptive exposure’, in which the trainee confronts their fears in controlled, limited doses, works best here. If you are struggling with this phobia, it’s up to you to resolve it. Ideally, your supervisor will be empathetic until you can acclimate to feedback and criticism — but you must schedule regular meetings with your supervisor, and openly discuss your projects and progress. Start with 15-minute meetings once a week or biweekly, and then extend the duration and reduce the frequency as necessary. Try also to chat with your supervisor about topics unrelated to your work — the weather, or a film.

If you’re a mentor, keep these meetings short until the student feels more comfortable and comes to understand that constructive criticism is extremely valuable. Let your student reveal their sensitivities to you, and give them the option to walk away at any point. Knowing that there is an escape will help the student not to panic. Interoceptive exposure worked for me with four out of four students with this problem.

But if you are the student, understand that these meetings benefit you, and that it is your responsibility — not your supervisor’s — to set them up. You need to be able to organize your thoughts, rethink experiments, present experimental results and interpretations and consider your next steps. These skills will make supervisor meetings less frightening and more useful.

So take a deep breath — and head to that office more frequently.■
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